The purpose of this paper is to propose a new clustering algorithm, which combines membrane computing with a modified chameleon algorithm. The new algorithm is called as P-chameleon algorithm, which can obtain the knearest graphs, complete the partition of graph, aggregate subgraphs through communication rules and rewriting rules with the help of active promoters and inhibitors. The whole process of P-chameleon algorithm is shown by a 10 points test data set, which indicates the feasibility of the algorithm. All the processes are conducted in membranes. Cluster results via the famous wine data set verify that the proposed P-chameleon algorithm can cluster data set more accurate and less time consuming. The influences of parameters to the algorithm are also illustrated. The Pchameleon algorithm provides an alternative for traditional computing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Membrane computing is a new branch of natural computing which is initiated by Pǎun at the end of 1998 [1] , which abstracts computing models from the functioning of living cells, just like DNA computing coming from gene, particle swarm optimization from biomes, etc. The advantage of this method is the huge inherent parallelism, which has drawn great attention from the scientific community so far. The computation models obtained in the framework of membrane computing are usually called P systems, which are distributed and parallel computation models. There are three main classes of P systems investigated: cell-like P systems [2] , tissue-like P systems [3] , neural-like P systems [4] . Many variants of P systems are investigated [5] [6] [7] [8] , most of the variants are proved to be universal [9] [10] [11] and efficient [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . An introduction to the area of membrane computing can be found in [17] , while an overview of the ``state-of-the-art'' in 2010 can be found in [18] , with up-to-date information available at the membrane computing website [19] . The obtained computing systems are proved to be so powerful that they are equivalent with Turing machines [18] even when using restricted combinations of features. A number of applications were reported in several areas: biology, biomedicine, linguistics, computer graphics, economics, approximate optimization, cryptography, etc. [19] .
In general, in the P systems literature, there have not yet encountered many ideas of sets of communication rules endowed with promoters and inhibitors, which play a role in the way rules are applied. Promoters and inhibitors are firstly used in [22] and [23] . Promoters and inhibitors can themselves be objects of communication rules. If a promoter is presented in a membrane where it can activate some rules, and it is also subject to rules which can take it out of that membrane, then it will first activate the rules in question, and only afterwards exit the membrane. Inhibitors will have a similar behavior, rules accomplish their task as inhibitors in a membrane, and leave the membrane only afterwards.
Clustering plays an important and indispensable role in data mining. Although several methods are available in these areas [24] , these algorithms exhibit polynomial or exponential complexity when the number of clusters is unknown and the data set is huge, which make problems more challenging. Chameleon algorithm is a hierarchal clustering algorithm, which can find any shaped and high quality clusters compared with some famous clustering algorithm as BIRCH and DBSCAN [25] .
Although membrane computing and cluster analysis receive much attention and rapid development, there have appeared rare combination of these two important research areas. Monica Cardona [26] presented an idea of using membrane computing to do the hierarchical clustering, where data are set into 0, 1 form, 1 n + membrane are used. Xiyu Liu [27] proposed a kind of P system on simplicial complexes to solve a grid based clustering problem.
Inspired by the researches above, this paper focuses on the joint study of membrane computing with cluster analysis. We improve promoters and inhibitors of P systems into active ones to expand their functions firstly, then, we do some modifications on Chameleon algorithm, two thresholds are defined. Then, we use membrane to conduct the whole process of computation, which can obtain the k-nearest graphs, complete the partition of graph, aggregate subgraphs through communication rules and rewriting rules. A 10 points example is used to indicate the feasibility of the provided algorithm, wine benchmark data set demonstrates the algorithm's accuracy. The influence of parameters is also illustrated.
II. P SYSTEMS WITH ACTIVE PROMOTERS AND INHIBITORS

A. Basic P System
A P system with symport/antiport rules of degree 1 m ≥ is a construct [28] : 1 1 0 ( , , , , ,..., , ,... , ) i is the input/output region. Parentheses expression is often used to describe membrane structures. For example, the membrane structure as shown in Fig.1 has a parentheses expression for membranes as follows: (2) A P system is called stable if, even if some rules are still applicable, their application does not change the string/object content of the membrane structure, nor the membrane structure itself.
The priority to rules in communication P system was given in [29] . For { 1 ,... 
, ,...,
B. P Systems with Active Promoters and Inhibitors
A new type of communication P systems was proposed in [29, 30] . They introduced a promoter for a rule to be active and a inhibitor for it to be inactive, which can be used to solve various kinds of problems. However, those promoters and inhibitors are denoted as single objects such as: p is promoter and q is inhibitor, p and q are given before calculation and can not be changed in the whole process of membrane computing. Thus, it has several restrictions in some degree.
Inspired by [31] , we modify the promoters and inhibitors into active objects as the definition below: Definition 1:
In P systems with active promoters and inhibitors, here we call it APIP, promoters and inhibitors have characteristics as: (1) any objects can be used as promoters and inhibitors (2) promoters and inhibitors can be set as the demand as computing, which means any objects can be changed into promoters and inhibitors during the calculation (3)promoters and inhibitors can be produced by rules actively. Ⅲ
. CHAMELEON ALGORITHM BASED ON APIP
A. P-Chameleon Algorithm
The Chameleon algorithm is a hierarchal clustering algorithm that aims to find the k-nearest graphs [32] . This algorithm has several advantages compared with other hierarchal algorithms, such as robust clustering (using links) and clustering (using representatives) algorithms. The Chameleon algorithm uses the relative interconnection ( , ) 
It has been proved that Chameleon algorithm can find any shaped and high quality clusters compared with some famous clustering algorithm such as BIRCH and DBSCAN.
• Strategy of P-Chameleon Algorithm To make data set being clustered suit for P-Chameleon algorithm. At first, we need to do some preparations for data. We suppose that data sets are k dimensions. Those n elements are individuals that will be clustered. We use matrix to denote them [33]: 11 
Hence the distance of the k dimensions set is shown as a * n n matrix D . To adapt the calculation, we use D ' to show distances between data, which is matrix after taking integer of D . 12 13
Definition 2:
A similarity S over the k dimensions set
always can be defined as the distance between two individuals, those elements who have a short distance are more similar than that with a long one. Therefore, here we use distance to denote similarity among individuals.
The P-Chameleon algorithm using membrane structure is shown in Fig.3 .2, where all similar data is putted in membrane 1, using the communication rules in the environment and in membrane 1, and we find knearest graphs for every data. In membrane 1, rewriting rules divide the k-nearest graphs into subgraphs by 1 t given before calculation and obtain the initial clustering results. 1 t is a threshold which is used for cutting edges beyond the closeness required. Next, rules implement the aggregation of subgraphs by the thought of agglomerative hierarchical clustering according to threshold 2 t , it is worth to say that only data with edge in k -nearest graph satisfied with 2 t can be aggregated. • Design of P-Chameleon Algorithm The purpose of this paper is to obtain cluster result of a k dimensions set δ of n different individuals by P systems with active promoters and inhibitors. The APIP system is a tuple:
At the beginning of computation, environment sends can not work any longer.
Those ' b ' come into membrane 1 before changing into ' e ' by the work of | i are considered as outlines or can be put in a single cluster. The whole process of P-Chameleon is done.
B. An Overview of Computations
In this section, we will show a simple example with ten data to certify the efficiency of our algorithm. Data set is shown in Fig.2 (10 points are randomly generated by Matlab) and the membrane structure with two hierarchies is shown in Fig.3 . K is 5, threshold 1 t is 1, 2 t is 2.
The T W of the matrix which stands for information of data is: 4 3 2 1.5 0 1 2.5 3 3 3.5 4 3 2 3.5 1 0 2.5 2.5 2 1.5
The distances between the ten individuals are as follows: 7  6  8  5  6  9 10 9 9   7  1  2  5  5  6  6 6 7   6  1  2  4  4  5  5 5  6   8  2  2  5  4  4  5 5  5  5  5  4  5  1  4  5 4  4   6  5  4  4 1  3  3 3  3   9  6  5  4  4  3  1 
The executions of rules are shown in Table. 1, objects in membrane 1, environment and 0 i are changed as shown in Table. 2. The first module of Table. 1 gives all rules' action of P-Chameleon algorithm, objects represent the 5-nearest graph shown in the second modules of Table. 2. To show the process clearly, we give Fig.4 . Through the process illustrated in section 3.A, all rules work as they are in Table. 1, objects represent data in membrane in Table. 2. Fig.5 gives the initial clustering result and Fig.6 show the final results intuatively. Fig.4~6 are processing figure depicted about membrane's reaction, which are just for easy observation.
At last, the 10 points data set is clustered into 4 groups, we can see them easily from Fig.6 that data in the same cluster are with small similarities, data between clusters are converse. Thus, the result certified the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. 23  56  78  79  710   2  2  89  810  910  24  34 , , ,
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Ⅳ. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present some examples to illustrate the performance of our algorithm. Then we will show that our technique will give clusters more naturally.
A. Example One
P-Chameleon algorithm proposed in this study was applied to the wine data set firstly, which was provided by the machine learning database of the University of California, Irvine Campus(UCI). The wine data set was derived from three different grape wines in Italy, including 178 records. Each grape wine comprises 13 dimensions of wine properties.
The aforementioned data are used for classification.
These data are categorized into three groups. As shown in Fig.7 , the green, black, and red points denote the three classes of grape wine. Wines are from three different wines: setosa, versicolour, and virginica, in which the values are 59, 48, and 71, respectively. Dimensions 7 and 8 were chosen for this experiment.
The data set is divided into three groups with the number of setosa, versicolour, and virginica are 59,39,60 with the correct rate 88.8%(1-wrong data/all data=1-20/178) as in Fig.8 .
To indicate the accuracy of our method, we compare it with k-means algorithm, the result is displayed in Table. 3. Figure 10 . clustering results by different k 
B. Example Two
Next, we will show a simple example which is induced by Rohani [34] to certify the influence of parameters in our algorithm. Data set is shown in Fig.9 Fig.9 and Fig.11 indicate the influence of threshold 2 t to the clustering results, at the beginning, 2 t 's increasing leads to the reduction of group numbers, when 2 t arrives at 7, group number maintains in 1 and does not change any more. Fig.10 and Fig.12 demonstrate the influence of k to the clustering results, firstly, k increasing leads to the reduction of group numbers as well as 2 t , when k arrives at 3, group number maintains in 1 and does not change any longer. In Fig.11 , with 2 t changing from one to seven, the cluster number belongs to [1, 7] , the slope is 0.5436,-1.1578,-0.5436. Likewise, in Fig.12 , with k changing from one to three, the cluster number belongs to [1, 5] , the slope is -14.1014,-1.5574. After 3 k = , it will not influence the number of group, thus, the effect of 2 t is greater than k in [1, 3] . Here we did not show the influence of threshold 1 t which is mainly used in analyzing the inner structure of data after clustering.
In our experiment, no matter what data set they are, they are all got randomly or have popular use, hence, these data sets are universal in some degree.
B. Analysis of P-Chameleon Algorithm
It is shown by Table.4, the best time complexity of P-Chameleon algorithm is ( ) O n and the worst time complexity is 2 ( ) O n .Finding k-nearest graph consumes gn ( g is the numbers of b , n data set number), subgraph partition uses 1 t θ steps , where θ is approximate to every data's division steps. Time consuming of subgraph aggregation is 2 t ε , the same as θ , ε is also approximate to steps of agglomerative hierarchical clustering.
VI CONCLUSION
A new strategy for the Chameleon clustering algorithm using membrane computing is proposed in this paper. The P system is used to implement clustering. All the processes are conducted in membranes. The active promoters and inhibitors play an important role in the action of rules. The whole process of P-chameleon algorithm is shown by a 10 points test data set. Cluster result via the famous Wine data set verifies that the proposed P-chameleon algorithm can cluster data set more accurate and less time consuming. 20 points data set also illustrates the changes obtained from the chosen values of k and threshold 2 t assignment.
Although the process of the proposed algorithm is provided and a number of instances to prove its feasibility are presented, there are also many works needed to do for further study. The proposed algorithm can also solve spatial data. However, the algorithm was only used to cluster two-dimensional data in this study. In the future, we will continue researching the use of membrane computing techniques to cluster three-dimensional or spatial data. 
